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CONCRETE PLATE REINFORCEMENT: 

FRICTIONAL LIMIT DESIGN 

By Zden~k P. Balant,' F. ASCE and Chuan Lin) 

AuTIIACT: The limit design of a regular rectangular reinforcing net in a con
crete plate subjected to arbitrary normal and shear forces and bending and 
twisting moments is studied. The assumptions are: The reinforcement is plas
tic; concrete resists no tension; a normal crack of any direction may eXist in 
concrete; the normal stress in concrete is constant; in-plane shear stresses can 
be transmitted in concrete, are of constant magnitude but possibly of alter
nating siJln, and their ratio to the nornlal compressive stresses may not exceed 
the fricllon coefficient. The previously developed frictional (no-slip) limit 
design for membrane loading IS the special case when the compression zone 
covers the whole thickness of the plate. Design charts for the case of no mem
brane forces are computed and plotted. They differ up to about 20% from the 
classical solution. In contrast to pure membrane 10adlOg, the frictional design 
for failure ma), yield a lighter reinforcement than the classical design. Mostly, 
however, it Yields a heavier reinforcement. The difference vanishes when the 
bars are laid in the direction of principal bending moments. In contrast to the 
classical design, the angle between the crack and the bars does not have to 
be 45° for the optimum design. 

ST11 

This paper deals with the limit design of regular rectangular reinforcing nets 
for concrete plates subjected to membrane (in-plane) as well as flexural loading. 
This is a fundamental problem of reinforced concrete, and much has been already 
learned about it (1,8-10,12-16,20-26). Of particular interest are the studies of 
Morley (22), Baumann (I), and Gupta (14) in which the current design approach 
is crystallized. A salient feature of this approach, which we will call "classical" 
or "frictionless," is the tacit assumption that the cracks in concrete cannot slip, 
i.e., friction cannot develop on the cracks. Recently, however, it has been dis
covered (5,7) that the limit design in which friction is taken into account 
(5,7,17,19) never yields a lighter reinforcement than the classical design, and 
may require a substantially heavier reinforcement if the directions of the bars 
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significantly deviate from the principal stress directions. Thus, the neglect of 
friction in concrete is not on the side of safety. 

This interesting result was reached only for membrane loading. It is our ob
jective to develop the analogous frictional limit design method for the tensile 
reinforcement in plates under bending and twisting moments, possibly combined 
also with in-plane normal and shear forces. As we will see, consideration of 
friction is again important. 

According to a recent study (4), the use of a frictional design for membrane 
loading limits deformations and crack width when the principal internal forces 
form large angles with all reinforcing bars. The same effect could be expected 
for bending, but we cannot study it here. 

BASIC ASSUMPTIONS 

We consider that the plate is reinforced by a regular orthogonal grid of steel 
bars near the bottom surface (Fig. I), and we assume that the spacing of the bars 
is sufficiently dense to allow treating the grid as a continuous layer and consid
ering the internal forces to be constant over a distance of several bar spacings. 
For the sake of simplicity, and because its effect is small, we do not consider 
a second reinforcing grid in the compression zone, although our method of anal
ysis could cope with it also. We assume the concrete to be cracked in a plane 
normal to the plate. The crack extends through part of the thickness. 

As the basic principle of design, we assume that, regardless of the given load
ing, a crack of any orientation and any depth may be present. ("If anything can 
go wrong it will," Murphy's Law.) In the same spirit, the upper bOund theorem 
of limit analysis requires us to consider all possible collapse mechanisms, and 
each crack may be regarded as one mechanism. 

First, we need to decide on proper and sufficiently simple assumptions about 
the stresses in concrete at the crack plane. As for the normal stresses in concrete, 
0"., we adopt the usual assumption that they are constant over the entire depth 
a of the compression zone (Fig. I) and that no tensile stresses can be transmitted 
by concrete. As for the shear stresse's, 0"." in concrete, only crack directions for 
which these shear stresses are insignificant are considered in the classical design 
approach. We will, however, consider cracks of any direction, and then signif
icant shear stresses, 0"." may arise for some directions in the compression zone. 
What should we assume about their distribution? 

FIG. 1.-Intemal Forces, Notations, and DeformatIon Mode 
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The shear stresses in concrete obviously cannot be arbitrary. There must be 
a limit on (1., for which we will later introduce the concept of friction (Eqs. 6 
and 13). Since (1. is assumed to be distributed uniformly, it is now reasonable 
(and consistent with the concept of friction) to assume that the magnitude of (1", 

is constant over the entire compression zone, but the sign of (1., may change at 
a certain depth, b (b S; a, see Fig. I(c», so that the compression zone alone 
may transmit some torque. The case when (1., is of one sign is then the special 
case for b = a. 

Due to aggregate interlock, membrane shear stresses can also exist on the crack 
outside the uncracked compression zone. Shear stresses on the crack cannot exist, 
however, without normal compressive stresses (2), and so the portion of the 
crack transmitting membrane frictional shear stresses would have to be counted 
to the compression zone. Although the values of (1. and (1., on the crack would 
presumably be less than in the uncracked compression zone, simplicity requires 
us to consider a uniform distribution of (1n' and, consequently, also of (1",. Since 
(1., must act over the same area as (1", we then conclude that the frictional shear 
stresses on the crack outside the compression zone should be considered zero. 

There is another reason for assuming zero membrane shear stresses on the 
crack outside the compression zone. It has to do with the magnitude of the slip 
(relative tangential displacement) on the crack. Frictional shear stresses are pro
duced only after a sufficient slip, depending on the opening width of the crack 
(2). In case of a through-crack (membrane loading), a sufficient slip can occur 
to mobilize the frictional stresses. However, for a crack through part of the thick
ness, a sufficient slip probably cannot occur due to the stiffness resulting from 
contiguity of concrete within the compression zone. 

The recently developed frictional (no-slip) limit design for membrane loading 
(5,7) may be formally obtained as the special case of our model when what we 
call the "compression zone" covers the entire thickness of tile plate (a = b = 
h). The compression zone must then be physically interpreted as a crack with 
aggregate interlock. 

The case a = 0 implies zero shear stresses in concrete, and cannot reprcscnt 
the frictional limit design; it yields, however, the classical frictionless design 
(1,10) for tensile membrane loading. This design is also obtained for a = b = 
h when the friction coefficient tends to infinity (5,7). 

EOUIUBRlUM AND INEOUAUTY CONDITIONS 

The internal forces in the plate may be characterized by normal forces, N., 
Ny (positive if tensile), shear forces, Nxy, bending moments, Mx, My, and twisting 
moments, Mxy (Fig. I). The signs are shown in Fig. I where double arrows 
denote the axial vectors of moments, which turn counterclockwise when looking 
against the arrow. In terms of the principal normal forces, N" N2, and the prin
cipal bending moments, MI , M 2 , the angles of which with axis x are UN and UM , 

respectively, we may write 

Nx = NI cos2 
aN + N2 sin2 

aN; Ny = NI sin2 
aN + N2 cos2 UN; 

Nxy = (N2 - N,) sin aN cos aN; M. = M, cos2 aM + M2 sin2 aM; 

My = MI sin2 aM + M2 cos2 
UM; Mxy = (M2 - MI) sin aM cos aM ......... (1) 
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The normal and shear forces, and the bending and twisting moments on the 
plane of the crack (Fig. I) forming angle 9 with axis yare 

N. = Nx C
l + Ny S2 + 2Nry SC; Nn, = (/IIy - Nx) SC + Nxy (C2 - S2); 

M. = Mx Cl + My S2 + 2M., SC; M., = (My - Mx) SC + Mry (Cl - S2) ... (2) 

in which C = cos 9; and S = sin 9. 
If we further denote by Sx and Sy the axial yield forces in the reinforcement 

(per unit length of plate), and by Dx , Dy , the dowel forces, i.e., the shear forces 
transmitted by the bars across the crack plane (normal to Sx and SV>, the resultants 
that the yield forces in reinforcement have in the normal and tangential directions 
to the crack plane are 

S. = Sx (Cl + 8, S2) + Sy (Sl + 82 C
2); S., = I( I - 82) Sy - (l - 8,) Sxl SC (3) 

in which 8, = DJS. and 1i2 = DjSv are the dowel force coefficients for the x 
and y directions. respectively. They 'are assumed to be given. 

Summing the forces and the bending moments about the middle plane which 
result from the stresses in steel and concrete on the plane of the crack, we obtain 
the following equilibrium conditions (per unit length of crack): 

N. = Sx(C2 + 8,S2) + Sv(S2 + 82C2) + (1.a; 

N., = ISy (I - 82) - Sx (I - 8,)) sc + (1;, (a - b) + (1.,b; 

M. = Sx(C2 + 8,S2) (dx -~) + Sy(S2 + 82C2)(dy _~) _ (1. a h; a; 

M., = -Sx (1 - 8,) SC (dx - ~) + S. (1 - 81) SC (do - ~) - (1 b h - b 
2' Y2" 2 

h-a-b 
- (1;, (a - b) 2 .......................................... (4) 

in which h = thickness of the plate (Fig. I); (1;, = -(1., as we assumed; and dx , 

dy = depths to the centroids of bar systems x and y (Fig. t(c». We choose dy 
to refer always to the bar system with the thinner cover, i.e., dx < dy-

Substituting Eqs. 2 into Eqs. 4, we obtain a system of four equations which 
involve seven unknown variables: Sx, Sy, (1., (1." a. b, and S. To solve these 
equations, we will obviously need to fix in advance the values of four of these 
seven variables. The solutions may be carried out for all possible choices of the 
values of these fixed variables which yield the safe domain. 

Since the boundary of the safe domain is nonlinear, anticipation of the shape 
of the safe domain is helpful for the solution. Similar to the case of in-plane 
loading solved before (5,7), the safe domain envelopes in the space (Sx' Sy) are 
approximately hyperbolas as sketched in Fig. 2. From this shape, we see that 
horizontal lines (Sy = constant) intersect one branch of the hyperbola either in 
two points or in no point. Thus, if we would fix the value of S. and try to solve 
for the Sy vallie on the envelope, we would have to expect either two solutions 
or no solution. This would certainly be an unpleasant circumstance for a nu
merical solution. 

The foregoing difficulty can be avoided by a certain substitution of variables. 
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FIG. 2.-Typil:al 5a'a Domain Envelope and Rotatad Coordinates X. Y 

We replace S, and Sy by the variables X = S. - Sy, and Y = S, + Sy. for which 

X+Y Y-X 
S. = -2-; Sy = -2- ......................................... (5) 

In the (S" S,) plane, this substitution means replacing the coordinate axes, S., 
Sy, with new coordinate axes rotated by 45°. The new coordinates are given by 

X = (S, - Sy)/V2 = X/V2; y = (S. + Sy)/V2. From Fig. 2, we see that if we 
fix the value of X (or X), the line of constant X has always one and only one 
intersection with the hyperbola. This property greatly facilitates the numerical 
solution that we outline later. 

It will be convenient to introduce further nondimensional parameters, K, t, 
and TJ, as follows: 

O"n' = -KO".; O"~, = KO". . •••••.•.••••••••.••••••••••.•.••••..••.•. (6) 

a = th; b = TJa ................................................ (7) 

Substituting now these expressions and Eqs. 5 into Eqs. 4, we obtain the equi
librium relations in the following form: 

a l Y + a2 0". = hi ............................................... (8a) 

a3 Y + a 2(l - 2TJ) O"nK = b2 •••..••.•••••••••.••.•••.•.•.•.•..•••• (8b) 

a4 Y + asO". = h3 ............................................... (8e) 

abY - a7 [t(2TJ2 
- I) + I - 2TJJ O"nK = b4 .......................... (8d) 

I SC 
in which a l = "2 (I + til S2 + tl2 C2

); a 2 = th; a3 = (til - tl2) 2; 

a4 = ~ [(C2 + til S2)( d. -n + (S2 + tl2C2)(dy -~) l as = a7 (l - t); 

a =sC[(I_tl)(d -~)-(l-tl)(d -~)]. a =!h2
• 

6 2 2 Y 2 1'2'7 2 ' 
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b3 = M. - ~ [(C
2 + 8I S

2
)( dx -~) - (S2 + 82 C

2)(dy -~) l 
b4 = M., + ~ [(I -81)(dx -~) + (I - 82)(dy -~)] SC .............. (9) 

Now we express 0". from Eq. 8a, substitute it into Eq. 8e. and express from it 
Y; then we express K from Eq. 8b, and substitute these expressions into Eq. 8d. 
which provides 

~hb3 + a5 bl Y = ...................... , ....................... (lOa) 
~ha4 + a l a5 

b l - a l Y 
0". = ................................................ (lOb) 

a2 

b2 - a3 
K = --'=---=----

(I - 2TJ)0".a2 
(lOe) 

~h (b2 - a3 y) TJ2 + [206 Y - h (b2 - a3 y) - 2 b4J TJ 

+ [b4 - a6 Y + (I - ~)~ (b2 - a3 Y)] = 0 .......................... (II) 

If we now fix the values of 9, ~. and X as well as 81 and 82, we can calculate 
Y and 0". from Eqs. lOa-b. Then we can solve TJ from Eq. II and K from Eq. 
lOe. Finally, we calculate the required forces in reinforcement from Eq. 5, from 
which we can determine the required cross-section areas of reinforcement as Ax 
= Sx/lv, Ay = S.lf, in which Iv = yield stress of steel. 

Note that Eq. II is a quadratic equation. When its solutions are complex, they 
must be rejected as inadmissible (i.e., no equilibrium state exists). When the 
solutions are real, one of them is always out of the bounds 0 S TJ S I, and so 
we have at most only one admissible solution. 

Not all solutions of Eq. 8 are admissible. The following seven inequalities 
must be satisfied: 

Y;::>: 0; 0". S 0; 0".;::>: -0.85/;; TJ;::>: 0; TJ S I; K S k; K;::>: -k •.•• (12) 

and these inequalities are sufficient if we neglect the dowel action. We denote 
here /; = standard 28-day cylinder strength; 0.85/; = effective compression 
strength for plastic analysis of ultimate loads of beams according to American 
Concrete Institute (ACI) Code (II); k = friction coefficient of concrete (average 
value) within the compression zone. The value of k would certainly not be less 
than the friction coefficient for the cracks in concrete. Based on tests of cracked 
compressed blocks (25). k "" 1.7, while the ACI code recommends k "" 1.4 as 
a low estimate for the friction of concrete on concrete. For an uncracked compres
sion zone, a somewhat higher value of k may perhaps be applicable. (Note that 
we mean the secant values of k; the tangent values may be considerably smaller.) 

If we would take the dowel action into account, four more inequalities would 
have to be satisfied by the dowel action coefficients 81, 82: 

81 S 80; 81 ;::>: -80; 82 S 80 ; 82 ;::>: -80 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (13) 
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Here we introduce 1)0 as the limiting value of the dowel action codticient, an 
empirical quantity. 

SOLUTION ALGORITHM AND SAFE DESIGN DOMAIN 

We seek the cross-section areas of reinforcement, or the yield forces, S" Sy, 
for which given internal forces, N... . . M,y, can be safely resisted. Equilibrium 
must be satisfied at a normal crack plane of any orientation, O. This is our fun
damental design hypothesis, analogous to that used before (5,7) for the frictional 
(slip-free) design of reinforcement for in-plane loading. This hypothesis contrasts 
with the classical approach in which equilibrium conditions are imposed for only 
one crack orientation, 6, i.e., the direction normal to the maximum principal 
stress in concrete. 

Safe design is obviously obtained if the reinforcement is not lighter than that 
required for any crack orientation, 6. Thus, among the solutions for each 6 (0 
:::; 6 :::; 180°) for a given X we must find the one that maximizes Y (the sum of 
the yield forces in both reinforcement directions). (Note that when X is fixed an 
increase of Y represents an increase of both S. and Sy') 

For each crack direction, the design is safe if there exists at least one admis
sible equilibrium state. The safety of this assumption is guaranteed by the lower 
bound theorem of plasticity. This theorem is applicable in our problem as long 
as our analysis of frictional stresses does not go beyond the equilibrium con
ditions (7,18), i.e., does not involve kinematics. The kinematics of slip and 
opening of cracks in concrete normally violates the normality rule of plastiCity 
(6) thereby making the lower bound theorem invalid. In our solution, however, 
we do not need kinematics and so the application of the lower bound theorem 
is justified despite friction. 

The boundary of the safe design domain is a curve in the space (S., Sy) which 
may be described as Y = F(X). The solution of the four equilibrium equations 
(Eq. 8) is a function of parameters 8, ~, and X, which must be chosen in advance. 
According to the foregoing considerations, unknown parameters 8 and ~ may 
be eliminated through the use of the extremizing conditions just derived: 

Y = M:x [~in Y(X,O,E)] = F(X) ............................... (14) 
8~0 t~o 

in which the solutions Y (X , 8, E) are the admissible ones, satisfying all inequalities 
(Eq. 12). Eq. 14 defines a nonlinear optimization problem. 

If we would consider dowel action, we could expand the foregoing condition 
as 

Y = M:x { M~n [M'in Y(X,O,~,I),,82)J} ;= F(X) ................... (I5) 
8=0 6,.6,=-60 t~O 

The conditions for maximum and minimum unfortunately cannot be expressed 
as conditions of a stationary value (aY /a6 = 0, ar /a~ ;= 0). The reason: The 
function Y(X,8.~) is not smooth and continuous. It exhibits extremes with a 
discontinuous change of slope, and also extremes at terminal points beyond which 
no solution exists. This is due to the inequality restrictions (Eq. 12). For instance, 
over one segment of the curve of Y as a function of ~, coefficient K may vary 
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continuously and remain ::s k; this segment may then terminate at a maximum 
point where K = k beyond which there may exist no solution. In consequence, 
a numerical solution seems mandatory. 

It appears feasible to locate the minimum and maximum simply by scanning 
the intervals 0 ::s E ::s I and 0 ::s 0 ::s 180°. A F0RTRAN IV computer program 
has been developed for this purpose. The value of X is incremented in discrete 
steps, AX. For each X, the minimum of Y is first located by incrementing E from 
o to I in discrete steps, At. and the maximum of these minima of Y is then 
located by incrementing 0 from 0° to 180° in discrete steps, AO. For each set 
of values. X. t. and O. the solution of 11. Y. 0' •• and K is found from Eqs. 11-
12. and the admissibility conditions (Eq. 12) are then checked; if anyone of 
them is violated, the solution is rejected as inadmissible. In computations, the 
solutions are found inadmissible for a broad range of t values. 

If no admis!lible solution exists for some 9 value, one must check first whether 
this is due to the bending moment at the 0 plane being negative and. thus, calling 
for reinforcement ncar the top rather than the bottom surface of the plate. If this 
is not the case, it means that the plate thickness. h, is insufficient to achieve a 
safe design. 

All numerical solutions reported in the sequel have been carried out under the 
assumption of no dowel action (8, = 81 = 0). In principle. it would not have 
been much more difficult to scan also the intervals 8,,82E(-80,80), but the com
putation costs would have become excessive. 

To reduce the cost of computation, relatively crude solutions of t, 0, and Y 
have first been obtained using large steps, At and A9 (e.g., A~ = 0.05 and A9 
= 5°). The vicinity of the values of t and 0, which gave the extremes, was then 
scanned with smaller steps (e.g., AE = 0.005. AO = 1°). This refined scanning 
near the extremes was done automatically in the program. 

It may be of interest that various alternative methods of solution have been 
tried and were found to be more difficult. For instance. instead of Eq. 8 for X, 
0' 11 and K one can formulate a system of four equilibrium equations for un
k~~w~s. X. ~n. K, and E. Then, however, one equation (the one for E) is cubic 
rather than quadratic. This would be more expensive to solve. Besides, to locate 
the minimum by scanning the discrete values of 11 instead of E appears to be less 
efficient in this approach. 

When M1/M, < O. negative bending moments exist on certain planes. and the 
compression zone is then located at the bottom rather than the top surface of the 
plate. When the program as just described is run for these crack directions, no 
admissible equilibrium state is found to be possible. The reason. of course, is 
that the reinforcement is needed near the top surface. Thus, a complete solution 
of situations with M2/M, requires running the program also for the situation with 
interchanged top and bottom (for which M, and M2 switch their signs). For such 
situations. one of course needs reinforcing nets near both surfaces of the plate. 
Our neglect of possible reinforcement within the compression zone is a simpli
fication which is evidently on the safe side. (A listing of the program, detailed 
description; user's instructions, and test examples are given in Ref. 3.) 

NUMERICAL STUDIES AND ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 

Numerical examples were solved using various values of friction coefficient, 
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k. The value k 1.7 is probably most realistic. As shown before (3,6), the 
classical design of reinforced panels under purely in-plane loading (M I = M2 
= 0) is based on the assumption ef a through-crack without slip, i.e., without 
frictional stress which is obtained as the special case for IKI = k -. 00; this is 
because K -. 00 implies that (J. = 0 (since la.,1 cannot be infinite) and that the 
crack is normal to the direction of the principal tensile stress in concrete (k -. 
00 is represented in computations as k = )06). For flexural, as well as predom
inantly flexural, loading, in which the crack extends through only part of the 
thickness (0 < a < h), our mathematical model corresponds to the classical 
solution when we set k -. 00 but not IKI-' 00, since no limit on shear stress, (J." 

in the compression zone is imposed in the classical solution. Again, however, 
instead of examining all possible crack directions, the critical crack direction is 
assumed to be normal to the principal stress in concrete at the tensile face. In 
our model, we examine all crack directions. 

Safe design boundaries obtained (for 80 = 0) for six illustrative examples, as 
defined in Table I, are plotted in Fig. 3(a-f). Fig. 3(a) shows that the value of 
the friction coefficient, k, can have a large effect. The same is observed in some 
parts of Figs. 3(b-f) , but we also see many cases where the effect of friction 
coefficient is limited or none. 

The optimum reinforcement is usually considered as that of minimum weight. 
This is equivalent to minimizing Y, i.e. (for 81 = 82 = 80 = 0): 

Yopt = Min F(X) = M~n {M:X [~in Y(X, 8, ~)]} .................... (16) 
X~-oo .~O t~O 

Geometrically, the optimum point is obtained as the tangent point of the 
boundary curve, F(X), and one line, Y = constant (inclined -45°, see point a 
in Fig. 2). Each point of the boundary, Y = F(X) (Fig. 2), corresponds to a 
certain crack direction, 8. For the classical solution, the optimum point is found 
to correspond always to 8 = 45°. In the present model, the crack angle, 8, for 
the optimum design may significantly differ from 45°, as the numbers given for 
the optimum points a and b in Fig. 3(u-f) indicate. 

Comparing Fig. 3(a) with Fig. 3(b-c), which does not involve membrane (in
plane) forces, we further observe that the effect of the friction coefficient is more 
marked when significant membrane forces are present. The examples also differ 
in the value of ratio M 2/MI • When it is substantially less than 1.0, large twisting 

TABLE 1.-Input Data for Numerical Examples (Ag. 3) 

14,. in 
I:. in kips 

h. in d,. in 11,., in pounds per N,. in kip. per 
Example inches inche. inches square inch per inch Nl/N, aN inch Mz/M, au 

II) (2) (3) (4) (6) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) 

• 20 11 18 4.000 10 0.31 38' 200 0.3 S2' 

b 20 11 II 4,000 0 0 - 21S 0.1 30' 
e 18 16 16 I ,SIlO 0 0 - 3S 0.24 Sl" 
d 20 11 II 4.000 13.1 O.S 30' 28S 0.1 30' 
e 20 I1.S 11.S 4.000 0 0 - 2aS 0.1 30' 
f 20 11 II 4.000 14.S O.S IS' 28S 0.1 30' 

No .. : I in. ~ 2S.4 mm; I psi = 6.19S PI; I kip = 1.000 Ib = 4,448 N. 
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RG. 3.-Results of Numerical Examples Defined In Table 1 

moments are present on some planes. Only then can the frictional forces become 
significant. On the other hand, for M2/MI = I, the effect of friction must be 
negligible. This is seen when comparing Fig. 3(b-d). 

One peculiar feature of the frictional (no-slip) design of reinforcement for 
membrane forces (5,7) is the fact that the safe domain boundary may have a 
point of horizontal or vertical tangent and reverse its slope beyond that point 
(increasing S. or Sy)' This feature is also discernible in Fig. 3(e). However, as 
shown in Ref. 7, the boundary segment of reversed slope (i.e., a segment in 
which both S. and Sy increase) is not a true safe domain boundary because ad
dition of one reinforcement cannot make the design unsafe and, thus, cannot 
pose a demand for increasing the other reinforcement, Sy' Thus, the boundary 
segment of reversed slope must be replaced by the horizontal or vertical tangent. 

To define the problem in its nondimensional form, we need altogether eigbl 
independent nondimensional input parameters: 

d. dy MI M2 NI N2 
-' -' --' -' a' -' -' (l J (17) h' h' /;h2' M.' M' /;h' N

I
' N ...................... .. 

As the nondimensional characteristics of the required reinforcement, it is most 
convenient to choose 

F _- SxZ.. F __ S.Zy a 
--<--<. with Z = d --' 

• MI' Y MI x. i 
a 

Z = d - - ....... _ ...... (18) 
y y 2 

in which z •• Zy = the lever arms between the normal stress resultants in steel and 
in concrete. The use of F. and F, has the advantage that their value is not too 
sensitive to the values of E, d./h, dy/h, andf;h2/M. This would not be true for 
other nondimensional forms of Sf' Sy. e.g., S.!</:I,), Sy/</;h). 

Since the concrete outside the compression zone plays no role in our mathe
matical model, the thickness of the plate must actually have no effect. Therefore. 
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we could further reduce the number of nondimensional input parameters to seven 
if we would refer the bending and twisting moments not to the midplane. h/2. 
but to the plane passing at the nfIddle of the distance. dy. to the centroid of the 
heavier reinforcing system. The seven parameters would be 

~. M. M 2• 

d' /'d2; M' 
.t (' Y J 

N. 
I 'd; 

c y 

I1N •••••••••••••••••••••••••.••• (19) 

Referring the moments to a plane other than the midplane would be unconven
tional and inconvenient for structural analysis, however. 

Example c in Table I (Fig. 3(c» is the same as that solved by Morley (22). 
and example e the same as that solved by Morley (22), Gupta (14), and Baumann 
(I). The comparison shown in Table 2 reveals that significant differences can 
arise. Morley and Gupta's solutions can give 7.4% less reinforcement than the 
present one, and Baumann's solution can give 18.8% less rcinforcement. These 
comparisons indicate that the present method is more conservative if the rein
forcement directions significantly deviate from the principal stress directions. 

Baumann (I) presented design charts for the optimum reinforcement under 
purely flexural loadings (N. = N2 = 0) characterized by various 11M and MdM •. 
His charts are shown as the dashed lines in Fig. 4(a-c) using the nondimensional 
variables defined in Eq. 17. For comparison, the same charts were computed 
with the present method (for 80 = 0). They are shown as the solid lines in Fig. 
4(a-c). Further charts of compression resultant, eN = -01'., in concrete are 
given in Fig. 4(d-e). 

Parameters 11M and M2/M. (apart from N. = N2 = ON = 0) are not the only 
nondimensional parameters affecting the solution. The remaining three necessary 
parameters of Eq. 17, i.e., dJh, dJh and M.I(/;h2

) were based on h = 20 in. 
(508 mm), d, = 17 in. (431.8 mm), dy = 18 in. (457.2 mm),/; = 4,000 psi 
(27.48 MPa), and M. = 300 kip (1,335 kN). Baumann (I) did not need these 
parameters because he used an approximation in which he avoided solving the 
depth of the compression zone (or ~), estimating 1., and Zv to be 0.85 dm (0.8-0.9) 
in which dm = (dx + dy)/2. This allowed him to reduce the problem to that of 
membrane reinforcement in a tensile layer of the plate which is subjected to 

~ membrane normal forces, M.lzx and M2/z", of inclination, 11M , and is treated 
independently of the compression zone (for the latter, therefore, no frictional 

TABLE 2.-Compllrlson with Results of Bllumllnn 111. Morley 1211. lind Guptll1131 

S" in S)., in 
kips per S" as a kips per S,., as a fl, in 

Example Method k inch percentage inch percentage degree s 
(11 (2) (31 (41 15) 161 171 181 

c Present 1.7 3.S0 - 5.00 - 33 
Present 00 3.79 -0.2 4.99 -0.2 45 
Morley (00) 3.77 -0.7 4.79 -4.2 45 

e Present 1.7,00 21.7 - 19.2 - 45 
Morley, Gupta (00) 20.1 -7.4 IS.2 -5.2 45 
Baumann (00) IS.7 -13.S 15.6 -III.S 45 

Note: I kip/in. 175.1 kN/m. 
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limitations could be imposed). This approximation involves a certain error which 
partly contributes to the discrepancies seen in Fig. 4(a-c). 

Parameters F. and Fy (Eq. 17) have the advantage that they are little sensitive 
to the values of dJh, dJh, and M./U;h2

), while ~ is strongly affected by these 
parameters. For instance, if we consider M2/M. = 0.8 and aM = 25° and reduce 
M. from 300 to 225 kip, ~ changes from 0.305 to 0.215 while F. changes only 
from 1.062 to 1.057, and Fy from 0.887 to 0.896; if we further reduce M. to 
150 kip, ~ changes to 0.140 while F. changes to 1.047 and Fy to 0.904. So 
Baumann's use of the approximation Z. = Zy = 0.85 dIn could not have caused 
a large error. Moreover, the values of z. and Zy obtained in calculating the charts 
in fig. 4 were rather close to Baumann's assumption, z. = Zy = 0.85 dm ; z. 
ranged from 0.79 d .. to 0.85 d .. , and Zy from 0.85 dIn to 0.90 dm' 

Consequently, the main reason for the significant differences between Bau
mann's and our design charts must lie in the differences in basic assumptions. 
These are: (I) The crack is not restricted as normal to the principal tensile stress 
in concrete at the tensile face, but all crack directions, 6, are checked; (2) the 
horizontal shear stress transmitted in the compression zone is not arbitrary, but 
is limited by the friction codficient; and (3) part of the torque can be transmitted 
by in-plane frictional shear stresses of opposite sign in concrete. The first as
sumption always causes our design to be more conservative but the other two 
can lead to a reduction in reinforcement. This explains why the deviations of 
"aumann's graphs from thuse in Fig. 3(a-c) are on both the plus and minus 
sides. 

Why docs this last finding contrast with what was established (5,7,18) for the 
frktional (no-slip) design under membrane forces, i.e., that the frictional design 
never leads to less reinforcement than the classical (nonfrictional) design? We 
would have reached a similar conclusion if we considered crack friction in the 
tensile layer of tlu: slab. We would then have obtained a precise analog to the 
previous model (5,7) for membrane loading. For flexural loading, however, the 
assllmption of crack friction in the tensile layer would be questionable unless 
the assumption of uniform II" (rectangular stress block) were abandoned, as we 
argued at the outset. Moreover, in contrast to the case of a through-crack, mo
bilization of friction on the crack would require certain slip movements, which 
an:, however, prevented by the shear stiffness of the compression zone. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The limit dl!sign of an orthogonal regular plastic reinforcing net in a concrete 
plate subjected to given membrane forces and bending and twisting moments is 
studied. The basic assumptions are: (l) Concrete resists no tension, and a planar 
normal crack of allY angle with the bars may exist in concrete; (2) the normal 
stresses within the compression zone of the cross section are constant; and (3) 
the in-plane shear stresses in concrete exist only in the compression zone, are 
of constant magnitude but possibly of alternating sign, and their ratio to the 
normal stresses cannot exceed the friction coefficient. 

The previously developed frictional (no-slip) limit design for membrane load
ing is the special case when the compression zone extends over the entire thick
ness and the friction stresses are of one sign only. Assumptions (I) and (3) differ 
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from the classical approach in which slip on the crack is a~sumed to he impo~~ihle 
and only a crack of one direction, i.e .• that for which there is no friction. is 
consideted. We drop the c1assidll assumption of an independent tensile layer 
which is imagined to be under purely membrane loading and which is used for 
determining the critical crack direction in the classical approllch. We compute 
design charts for reinforcement in the case of no membrane forces and compllre 
them to the classical results of Baumann (I). The main conclusions lire: 

I. A safe design may be obtained by finding the compression zone depth 
which gives the minimum reinforcement for any crllck angle, and then identifying 
the maximum of these minima among all crack angles. Next. minimi7.ation of 
the last maximum yields the optimum design. Due to inequality re~triction~, these 
maxima and minima are usually not stationary points. A computer program clln 
locate these extremes by scanning the complete mnge of depths and cmck angles. 

2. While for the pure membrane loading the frictional (no-slip) de~i/'.n never 
yields less reinforcement than the classical (frictionless) design (I). the same is 
not true of flexural loading. 

3. In terms of the total weight (Fx + Fy in Fig. 4). the differences from the 
classical design range from 4% less to 20% more reinforcement and lire mostly 
on the plus side. Thus, our design approach is generlllly more conservative. The 
differences vanish, however, when the directions of bllrs, of the memhmne prin
cipal forces, and of the principal bending moments coincide. 

4. While in the classical (frictionless) solution the critical angle between the 
crack and the bars for the minimum weight design is always 45°; in the pre~ent 
solution this angle may significantly differ from 45°. 

5. Some critical states correspond to frictional shear stress distributions in 
which the shear stress is not constant (b = a) but changes its sign (/7 < a). 

6. For some critical states, the ratio of shear to normal stre~~es in concrete 
is equal to the friction limit, and, for others, it is helow the friction limit. 

7. The conversion of the combined flexural-membrane loading prohlem to a 
pure membrane loading problem. as made in the classical approllch using the 
concept of separate tension and compression layers. is an approximation ba~ed 
on a prior guess of the lever arm and on the neglect of the torque that can be 
transmitted by frictional shear stresses in the compres~ion layer. 

8. The solution is greatly facilitated if, instead of the axial forces in the x and 
y bar systems, their sum and their difference are used as unknowns. This a~sures 
that a solution of the equilibrium equations exists and is unique when the dif
ferences are fixed. 
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